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From Archive to Evidence: Historians and Natural Resource Litigation

JENNIFER A. STEVENS

Abstract: Within the field of natural resource law are several specific areas that are well suited for the historian’s skillset and knowledge. The deployment of the historian’s toolbox when conducting research in the legal world, however, can result in deliverables which vary significantly from those found in the academy, as they range widely in both size and scope and do not always use the full range of a historian’s skills. New technological platforms provide consulting historians with creative opportunities to disseminate valuable information and sources and enhance important scholarly debates.
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Who among us doesn’t long for more time in the archives, running our hands over crumbling papers, eliciting stories from the buried treasures in dusty boxes? My colleagues in academia often listen with envy when I tell them about the archives I have visited recently, which sometimes number ten to fifteen in a given year in places spread across the country. Sometimes my friends respond by thoughtfully recalling the last time they traveled to a repository with dreamy expressions on their faces, faces that openly divulge the number of years that have passed since they got dusty in an archive. In turn, as I struggle with decisions about spending my firm’s overhead money on conference travel, I listen to them with equal pensiveness and a tinge of envy as
they discuss plans for spending an annual conference budget that forms part of their compensation package.

Ah, but isn’t the grass always greener on the other side? Although I’m not qualified to comment on ways to get full-time professors into the archives more, nearly twenty years of historical consulting work allow me to expound on both the continuing need for history scholarship in the public domain as well as on ways for the consulting historian to find an outlet for her academic and intellectually inquisitive side. In the first part of this article, I will examine the particular areas of natural resource law and policy that are best suited for a historian’s skills and knowledge, and explore how historical research in the legal world—and more specifically, the variety of deliverables resulting from such research—differs from that of the academic world. The field of natural resource litigation is vast, and describing one legal consulting project in a single policy area would be enough to demonstrate just how relevant the study of history remains—particularly environmental history. However, there are several current policy debates and legal disputes over natural resources that are being resolved by using historians to uncover facts that explain the problems’ origins. Much of the research required to craft an expert report of this type delves into topics of great interest to the academy as well as to the general public. This article will detail some of these key areas.

Finally, although natural resource litigation illuminates the continuing contemporary need for humanities scholars, a historian’s scope in litigation is often so narrow that it leaves her wanting for an audience or alternative forum to explore the extraneous materials she collects along the way. In the last part of this article, I will also comment on how new technologies and platforms can provide opportunities for creatively and intellectually analyzing the vast amount of archival research that consulting historians undertake. I will argue that these are valid places for professional history discussions and provide excellent ways to bring history to the wider public and to engage in real-time debates over important sources, offering an alternative to the traditional publishing process that can render scholarly debates stagnant.

**Natural Resources: How History Matters**

A cursory review of the general press over the past few years reveals a somewhat tired but persistent debate over the modern relevance of our profession as well as other disciplines that fall under the humanities category.\(^1\) Socratic debate on the topic permeates the pages of newspapers and magazines like *The New York Times* and *The Atlantic*,\(^2\) revealing a variety of opinions about the correlation (or the absence of one) between a humanities

---

1. See “The Fate of the Humanities,” *New York Times*, Nov. 4, 2013 as just one example.
or social science education and gainful employment. Some policymakers are taking the issue one step further, discouraging students from pursuing one of these degrees. One example occurred during the 2013 Florida legislative session, when elected members debated the education committee’s proposal to reduce tuition rates at state schools for students entering any of the STEM (science, technology, engineering, or math) majors. Florida Governor Rick Scott supported the policy, and was quoted in March 2013 saying, “You know, we don’t need a lot more anthropologists in the state. It’s a great degree if people want to get it, but we don’t need them here.” So, at a time when the humanities continue to be under attack and STEM degrees are heralded as the only avenue that will land jobs for students, it is important to make a case for the relevance of history in environmental lawsuits and policymaking. For not only is knowledge of history significant, but also the skills needed to practice the discipline are more valuable than the public widely recognizes.

Historical research for litigation requires the same deployment of our discipline’s basic skills as any academic research project, even though our scope often has narrower parameters. Lawyers ask their experts to educate the judge (only rarely a jury) on the genesis of a law or policy whose modern impact is hard to understand. They do that through oral and written testimony, and their clients expect them to educate the judge on why something happened the way that it did and not simply supply facts; a historian’s explanation for the unfolding of certain events is critical for the lawyer to get the expert’s testimony admitted. Historians are qualified to offer opinions on an unending list of historical topics, ranging from land surveying techniques to business or industrial development, to historic labor practices. For a historian, educating a judge on the historical problems a particular law aimed to overcome or how a policy came to be enacted is akin to educating a class of students, just as arguing a thesis or opinion in court is akin to academic writing. Both are important facets of historical legal work. Research skills and the ability to analytically situate your findings in a larger body of scholarship—in other words, the basics of all graduate programs—are necessary to succeed in this field.

In many disputes over natural resources, the lawyers are dealing with laws passed more than one hundred years ago. Usually, Congress wrote the laws to facilitate certain policy aims that are, in 2014, obsolete at best but which nonetheless resulted in the entrenchment of certain resource uses over time. Sometimes, users of a resource, such as miners or groups of recreationalists, deem their entrenched use worthy of legal defense due to a clear financial value, although sometimes resource users will initiate litigation based on principle alone and a deep seated belief in the value or inherent worth of a particular resource use. In other cases, the laws leading to the legal action are relatively new (like the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act—CERCLA—or the Clean Water Act), but their

implementation requires the reconstruction of history dating far beyond the law’s passage. Sometimes the laws work in favor of the client; sometimes they do not. Either way, the attorneys are in the precarious situation of trying to argue a case based on an unknown set of facts covering one-hundred-plus years of on-the-ground development and nary a clue on what it all means. I have found that many lawyers are frustrated historians inside, and they therefore make excellent partners in the hunt for facts. However, the lawyer’s job of advocating for their client differs significantly from the role of an expert. The expert historian is hired to find the “truth” and to ensure that the legal team faces no surprises from the opposing side. Historians, being experts at reading the past, know where to find documentation, artifacts, and even oral histories that can assist in laying out the elusive data in a given case. We have the training and experience to reconstruct decades of land, law, and business history and explain the meaning of a given situation in order to help the attorneys properly represent their clients.

Generally speaking, attorneys long have recognized the value that historians bring to natural resource litigation and have found that their skills are useful on a variety of case types. However, although there are several areas of environmental law particularly suited for historians, each case is not necessarily suited to a long historical narrative, and each attorney’s unique approach to a case can also shape the type of deliverable a historian produces. Over the past eighteen years, I have worked on disputes that involve multiple natural resource issues. The first group consists of cleanup cases. Across the nation, many highly polluted sites are somewhere in the lengthy process of being cleaned up and/or regulated under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA, commonly known as Superfund), Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, or the Toxic Substance Control Act. The lawyers who represent corporations (usually past users of the site) or citizen groups (affected by pollution at the site) know that hiring a historian will help them reconstruct a site’s complex history, which may include detailed research on land use, technological evolution, and business and corporate history.

The second area of natural resource law falls under the rather gargantuan topic of water. Disputes over water—no matter the specifics—beg for historical research. These legal tangles can stem from periodic resource shortages (brought on by drought or other factors) that cause parties to sue each other over water deliveries, or from efforts to comply with the Clean Water Act. I have conducted research for clients involved in water-related litigation on subjects as wide-ranging as private irrigation efforts pre-dating the formation of the Bureau of Reclamation, Spanish and Mexican water use and law (in former territories where those nations ruled), and the nature of a particular stream or watershed in its pre-contact, pre-irrigation state.

Finally, a relatively new area for historians is in road law, in which private citizens, county and state governments, and federal agencies contest continued public access to certain remote areas. In these cases, historical research involves many of the same broad themes—when and how the land (wagon
road or trail) in question was used, the technology of road construction tools, and the physical means of transportation. Each area of the law and the particulars of any given case dictate the ultimate deliverable, and unlike academia, there is no single accepted format (such as the book-length manuscript). Instead, an expert report is based on several inputs.

The products or deliverables produced by historians in CERCLA cases can be as dissimilar as the sites themselves, and sometimes the written product submitted to the court does not adequately deploy the historian’s full range of skills. As an expert witness I have worked on several CERCLA cases during the past decade, many related to some aspect of the mining industry. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) designates sites for Superfund’s National Priorities/CERCLA Cleanup List only after completing a preliminary assessment measuring the site’s harm to humans and the environment and scoring it on a hazard ranking scale. The cleanup sites come in a variety of shapes and sizes. I have researched the histories of physically small sites with only one or two historic operators as well as much larger places with hundreds of potentially responsible parties. The resulting reports are as varied as the sites. On one project, the client asked for a full narrative about the site’s seventy-year history, including government regulation and a characterization of the company’s compliance and cooperation with the various government entities and laws. But on another site, months of research boiled down to an annotated timeline and a brief set of opinions. On yet another, my main job was simply to collect and filter through relevant documents, bringing the most significant ones to the client’s attention.

The history of American business during the twentieth century—a critical component of CERCLA cases—is nothing if not a history of mergers, acquisitions, and consolidations. Determining who did what and when—in other words, the reconstruction of that history and the identification of culpable parties—is the most effective work done by the historian. Although the volume of research to be done on any of these projects is an excellent perk of the job, less satisfying is the infrequency with which experts are asked to write a full narrative in CERCLA cases. In my personal experience only about 25% of our Superfund projects result in the type of narrative writing that historians are trained to do. In the rest, attorneys prefer the deposition or trial setting as the place to provide historical context for the completed research.

Usually, the Superfund process is a lengthy one, a fact that subjects the law to a great deal of criticism from government agencies, citizen groups, and corporate entities. The complicated process can baffle the best of minds. An


5. As just one example, the Portland Harbor Superfund Site, located on stretch of the Willamette River downstream from Portland, Oregon, was placed on the National Priorities List.
average citizen might look at a site that contains signage identifying a modern, well-known company—say, Proctor and Gamble—and not understand why the government does not merely fine that company the suitable amount of money to clean up the site. The response might start with the fact that today’s operator of the site is sometimes only the latest in a very long line of corporations operating on the site over the course of one hundred or more years, often since the Industrial Revolution. Also, although there is no one-size-fits-all process in a CERCLA proceeding, the law requires that the Environmental Protection Agency first propose several cleanup options before beginning the actual cleanup. The agency must facilitate a period of public comments on the proposals that lasts for several months or even years. The length of the undertaking can stretch over a decade or more and involve many experts, all of who are working within their disciplines to help the EPA or the courts determine who is going to pay for cleanup.

At most Superfund sites, the first phase alone can take many years. The EPA or the potentially responsible parties (PRPs) hire consultants to assess the site and produce the Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study or RI/FS, a document that examines environmental damage to the identified contamination pathways (air, water, soil) and proposes several potential options, including the cost of doing nothing, to solve the identified problem. Therefore, a great deal of negotiation occurs up front as the PRPs work with the EPA to determine the path forward and choose a solution.


6. I chose this company at random, and do not have any knowledge whatever of this corporation’s liabilities or lack thereof for any polluted site in the United States.

7. There is a small body of legal scholarship that discusses the issue of liability in CERCLA litigation. One of the major legal questions with which the courts have struggled revolves around the relationship between parent and subsidiary corporations. The still evolving case law has made it increasingly difficult to “pierce the corporate veil” and hold a parent company responsible for the actions of its subsidiary. See Joel R. Burcat and Craig F. Wilson, “Post-Dissolution Liability of Corporations and Their Shareholders Under CERCLA,” The Business Lawyer 50, no. 4 (August 1995): 1273-92; and Michael Carter, “Successor Liability Under CERCLA: It’s Time to Fully Embrace State Law,” University of Pennsylvania Law Review 156, no. 3 (January 2008): 767-816. In cases such as those discussed in these articles, understanding the historical context within which mergers or buyouts in a particular industry occurred is critical for a judge’s understanding of whether a parent company’s ties to its subsidiary represented a departure from business norms at a given moment in time. Stated differently, parent/subsidiary relationships have evolved and changed since the Industrial Revolution when the geographic expansion of markets and the development of improved communication technologies gave rise to companies’ ability to communicate across long distances and coordinate their resource extraction with their end-product production. The vertical integration that took place, and about which historian Alfred Chandler wrote extensively, had profound impacts on corporate organization.
However, a historian’s involvement usually does not occur until the parties’ turn to the courts to solve the question or degree of liability. In CERCLA cases, judges often bifurcate the process, first litigating who is liable, and subsequently litigating exactly how to divide the costs, based on the outcome of the first phase. It is typically during the first phase of a lawsuit that PRPs research how they might distribute the cleanup costs for any given site to other entities, and as part of that, might hire a historian to examine their own corporate history or that of another potentially responsible party. If the client’s own corporate history involves a former subsidiary that is still solvent (or any other similar arrangement), the lawyer may opt to lay out a case which demonstrates the other entity’s role in operations at the site, either as an operator, an arranger, a transporter, or an owner, the four categories of “persons” with potential liability identified in the law. On larger sites, such as the Portland Harbor site on the Willamette River near Portland, Oregon, the process can differ somewhat, particularly now as the EPA is trying to reduce the litigiousness over these properties by adopting a new process called allocation, intended to limit the use of the courts as much as possible. Regardless of the order of events, however, determining liability is the phase best suited for historians’ skills.

In my own experience, a historian’s role in water disputes leads to deployment of a narrative format more often than in Superfund cases. Disputes over water have comprised a large part of my practice. I have worked on several cases whose origins lay in some aspect of the implementation of the Clean Water Act (CWA), a 1972 law that has triggered an immense number of lawsuits since its passage. I also have spent a fair amount of time examining the history of ground and surface water uses for river basin adjudications, as well as historic stream navigability for cases related to title disagreements over the beds and banks of rivers, disputes whose resolution depends entirely on the historic navigability of a river at the exact moment of statehood. Sometimes, cases that are really about land ownership but involve land that abuts a water body require a thorough understanding of stream and river behavior over time, and working knowledge of things like avulsion (when a single large event changes a river’s course and results in changes to dry land acreage on one side or the other) versus accretion (small changes over time in a river’s course that result in changing acreage). Projects related to the CWA and water rights provide good examples of Clio in the courtroom. And, of late, many of these cases involve collaboration with Geographic Information Systems (GIS) experts. Indeed, as technology advances, end products have become more dynamic and interesting in these areas.

The CWA regulates what kind of material and how much of it can be discharged into the “navigable waters of the United States.” Everyone, it seems, is subject in some way to its reach, from small farmers to international corporations like Boeing. Congressional intent behind the term “navigable waters” seems like it should be straightforward, but nothing in the legal world ever is. It proved particularly unhelpful that Congress defined the term
As federal and state agencies implementing this law trended "Navigable waters” to mean “waters of the United States.” Legally interpreting those words has taken many years and trips to court, yet the issue remains unsettled. As federal and state agencies implementing this law trended

8. Several law review articles have addressed the courts’ efforts to provide the public with better guidance regarding this language. The scholarship has come in three eras. The first came immediately following the law’s passage. See Daniel E. Boxer, “Every Pond and Puddle—Or, How Far Can the Army Corps Stretch the Intent of Congress?” Natural Resource Lawyer 9, no. 3 (1976): 467-75. The next group of analysis followed the decision handed down in United States v. Riverside Bayview Homes, Inc. 474 U.S. 121 (1985), the net result of which was to extend the Corps’s jurisdiction to wetlands that were adjacent to navigable waters. See John F. Baughman, “Balancing Commerce, History, and Geography: Defining the Navigable Waters of the United
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Example of a project deliverable being utilized for policy decisions on water quality monitoring. Using GIS, we merged a historic General Land Office survey plat with the results of our historical research. The deliverable juxtaposes natural—albeit ephemeral—stream flows and man-made irrigation streams. (Image courtesy of the Nampa & Meridian Irrigation District.)
toward broader interpretation of the code’s language, they came up against public resistance and ultimately lawsuits.

In recent years, the United States Supreme Court granted certiorari (judicial review) in *Rapanos v. United States*, a case that asked the court to interpret the “navigable waters” language in order to rule on the Army Corps of Engineers’ jurisdiction over permitting fill on certain wetland acreage in Michigan. In 2006 the justices decided in a divided 4-1-4 decision to rein in the agency’s broad interpretation of the CWA’s “waters of the United States.” In trying to determine Congressional meaning over the phrase, the Court had, in prior cases, determined that a “significant nexus” had to be established between the specific water body in question and the navigable water in the traditional sense. In Justice Anthony Kennedy’s concurring opinion in *Rapanos* (the “1” vote), he clarified that:

wetlands possess the requisite nexus, and thus come within the statutory phrase “navigable waters,” if the wetlands, either alone or in combination with similarly situated lands in the region, significantly affect the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of other covered waters more readily understood as “navigable.” When, in contrast, wetlands’ effects on water quality are speculative or insubstantial, they fall outside the zone fairly encompassed by the statutory term “navigable waters.”

The 2006 *Rapanos* decision, despite its split nature, reshuffled years of legal CWA interpretation and signaled lawyers around the country that their clients may stand a chance against government agencies in court. The result has been more litigation. The most significant case to come to the courts in the wake of *Rapanos* was *Sackett v. United States Environmental Protection Agency* in 2012. In this case, the nine justices came down unanimously on the side of the Sacketts in finding that the federal agency had overreached its bounds on procedure. Although not ruling on the merits of the case, the Court still sent an indisputable message that the government had stepped over the line again with its enforcement of the CWA and that the court system was available to parties who objected to EPA’s expansive view of its jurisdiction.

Since the 2006 *Rapanos* decision, several historical research projects have emerged that related to the CWA in Idaho. The projects required research on landscapes and hydrological systems in their pre-irrigation state. In each case, understanding the pre-development state of the underlying land and watershed assisted the attorneys in their legal strategy vis-à-vis the question of whether the water body in question met the “waters of the United States” test. In one criminal lawsuit, the key historical inquiry centered on whether or not the water body in question historically possessed this “significant nexus” to a traditionally understood navigable body of water and whether the EPA therefore had the right to regulate. The legal significance of this inquiry is that the EPA and Army Corps of Engineers have disclaimed jurisdiction over wetlands that would revert to uplands if irrigation ceased. The defendant in the case was accused of undertaking unpermitted restoration work on land claimed by the Corps to be wetlands and therefore under that agency’s (and ultimately the EPA’s) jurisdiction. Historical research demonstrated that the land had been virtually dry before the application of irrigation water and therefore would in fact revert to uplands without it. The case settled out of court so the judge never ruled on that point, but settlement negotiations relied at least in part on the reconstructed history of the land. Two civil lawsuits dealt with a similar physical landscape, pitting irrigation districts against municipalities or quasi-municipalities after the latter created policies requiring the discharge of polluted urban storm water into irrigation facilities without express permission from facility owners. Such storm discharge thereby subjected the irrigation companies to potential liability for illegal discharge to waters of the United States under the CWA for the ultimate release of their (now polluted) canal waters to the downstream navigable body of water.

The historical inquiry focused on the intent behind the original construction of the facilities and how they have been utilized during the past one hundred plus years.

The final CWA project I’ll discuss was undertaken to assist with policy negotiations over water quality standards in man-made facilities that did not exist before irrigation. In this situation, Idaho’s Department of Environmental Quality (IDEQ) has embarked on an effort to create total maximum daily load (TMDLs) limitations for several irrigation water delivery conduits referred to in modern vernacular as “creeks.” Setting a TMDL for these, however, begs the question as to their natural (pre-development) state, and whether, again, they have a “nexus” to the waters of the United States. However, many of the water bodies for which the IDEQ wants to draft TMDLs

---

13. The case itself must remain unnamed due to confidentiality requirements.
14. In the legal world, a natural watercourse needs to have a defined bed and banks. The water body in question, which barely existed in a pre-irrigation development world and was better described as merely a slight depression in the land, was found to be man-made, and therefore not subject to these storm water discharges without the express permission of the irrigation company.
15. All water that enters navigable streams must meet water quality standards. However, agencies are now trying to set the standards further upstream, before the confluence with a navigable water body.
were never streams before irrigation. In fact, many of them flow today only because of the return flows and seepage waters that irrigators use, which must find their way back to the main stream. The lawyers in this situation hope that the reconstruction of the land’s history will help the agency make good policy decisions that make sense both environmentally as well as economically for the state. The entire situation evokes a question that one of our foremost environmental historians, William Cronon, has posed to his colleagues: are we trying to get back to the wrong nature? In this case, is the product of our restoration truly natural? Or, are our modern cultural values leading to efforts to overlay a bountiful “natural” system on a landscape that was arid before irrigation by requiring strict standards on manmade objects that are better suited for natural ones?  

As an environmental historian, I have found that all of the CWA projects presented truly remarkable research opportunities that evoke broad scholarly questions, including this question of defining the natural. Each dispute occurred in a desert community whose existing population is dependent entirely on irrigation and whose pre-development landscape would be unrecognizable to modern residents. Reconstruction of the landscape using old maps, irrigation district board minutes, Bureau of Reclamation records, newspapers, photographs, and case files, helps policy makers as well as judges make decisions that take into account the reason things are the way they are today. And in each case, the required deliverable was a narrative of the area’s appearance before major population booms and irrigation development, together with the implications of subsequent changes. In each of those cases, the evidence clearly led to an argument that the area under investigation was an arid landscape before development and irrigation systems were put into place. What Mark Fiege recognized in his introduction to *Irrigated Eden* was that what he thought was a creek, “then, was part of the very irrigation system that had so fascinated me in the first place; it was a component of hydraulic technology.”  

In these cases, the compilation of evidence lent itself beautifully to a narrative, desired by each of these clients because of their ultimate need to educate the court or agency through stories on the remarkable, if typically unknown or poorly understood, natural history of the area. The end products were good illustrations of the continued need for historians’ skills in crafting the past for use in the present.  

Historians working in road law have as many opportunities to write a narrative history as they would in water law. Road disputes stemming from R.S. (revised statute) 2477 date to Congressional passage of the 1866 Mining Law on July 26, 1866. When Congress acted that day, its members were quite unaware of the long-term unintended consequences the action would have. It took 110 years before Congress formally recognized that the law was no


longer workable in a more modern society and repealed it by passing the Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA) in 1976. However, the 1976 law grandfathered in certain rights obtained by the 1866 law, in particular, the roads and ditches (which fall under a different part of the statute) that were built pursuant to it. And those grandfathered rights are being litigated all over the West today.

The year 1866 was a difficult one in a difficult decade. The Civil War had just ended, Congress was functioning without representation from the former Confederate states, and tensions remained high. Republicans in Congress were determined to cement northern influence on the still-developing West. Thus, it was important to many sitting members of Congress to provide incentives for quick and easy development in the region. To ensure access to the resources of the West, Congress passed the 1866 Mining Law, permitting the government to issue private patents for mineral lands in the public domain and grant rights-of-way to highways, ditches, and canals that were constructed over public lands not already reserved for public uses. The law was stated very simply, and virtually no guidance or other details were provided.

Nevertheless, the 1866 law served its intended purpose, and the West grew rapidly. Today, however, there is far less consensus on what should constitute our nation’s policy goals related to natural resources in the West. The differences of opinion are further complicated by mushrooming oversight by government agencies that seem to have different and competing missions. Even the ownership of lands is disputed among the public, with some citizen groups advocating more federal wilderness designation while others believe we should transfer federal lands to the states for management and potential privatization. All the while, federal agencies like the US Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management struggle with missions that seem to be either in constant flux or are at odds with one another. Indeed, both agencies grapple with such paradoxes as encouraging sustainable forestry and other resource use versus creating recreational opportunities and protecting habitats for endangered species while also facilitating public access.

As these federal agencies have tried to meet myriad competing aims, their solutions have at times included the closure of many travel corridors—roads—some of which have been in use for decades or longer by a significant portion of the citizen population engaged in activities as diverse as hiking, snowmobiling, off-road vehicle riding, and mining. Announcements of road closures often provoke groups of users to join together and oppose the action.


If opponents can prove that their road (or ditch) qualifies as an “R.S. 2477 road” under the 1866 law, there is a greater legal chance that the government will be forced to leave the road open in perpetuity or (in the case of R.S. 2339) exempt the ditch owners from some fairly intensive (and expensive) environmental laws for maintenance of their facilities.20

Where does an expert historian come in? Lawyers often use historians to prove that a road qualifies under the law. Producing a volume of fairly obscure historical facts and information can be difficult without a historian who is knowledgeable about where to find them. Although the legal standards vary from state to state, there are some standard facts that opponents need to prove in a road case. First, it is imperative to determine exactly when the land in question was withdrawn from the public domain. If the road or ditch in question is in a national forest, then one must establish when the forest was proposed, and then discern whether the road or ditch was present when the withdrawal occurred. If the ditch or road is on private land today and not a federal reserve, the historian must determine when a homestead or other land patent was applied for and perfected, and then research, again, whether the road or ditch was there first. Additionally, a historian will also be looking for a historical pattern of use by the public, since roads or trails that merely provided access to a piece of private property do not meet the legal burden of the statute.

Road cases also lend themselves to written historical narrative. Setting the context for the court as to the road’s history usually means describing travel routes through an entire region and providing information on the region’s overall historical development. A road’s history often results in an explanation of regional mining or farming history, or the history of the National Forest system and how trails and roads were utilized. Although there are critical court decisions that set rules on how to interpret R.S. 2477 claims,21 none of them dispute the importance of a good set of facts to establish the road’s history.

Alternative Deliverables

There is another side to the career of a consulting historian: how to make use of the material one gathers in the course of research on a particular case that may not be relevant to the legal issues at hand and the assignment’s limited scope. Like academic research, individual cases can involve research into myriad subfields of history. Natural resource litigation research often

20. It is important to recognize that even if the bar is met and the road or ditch is proved to qualify under the 1866 law, such a decision does not preclude the federal government from regulating its use. The government is merely prevented from closing it.
R.S. 2477 projects also lend themselves well to digital deployment. Coupled with the written report, this map illustrated road connections through Washington County, Idaho. (Image courtesy of Washington County GIS staff.)
entails setting out to discover what your subject area—river, factory, homestead—was like before: before development, before urbanization, before irrigation, before pollution. But along the way, a historian is likely to also encounter sources related to Native American, federal resource policy, business, gender, or wildlife history, sources that, given the time to write an article or book, could contribute significantly to one of those fields. (The image on the next page is an example of a homestead document filled out by a pioneer woman in Idaho.) Analysis of the vast array of primary sources that are accessed for a given case can place a historian squarely in the midst of multiple historiographical debates. But, because experts usually are asked to answer fairly discrete questions, the intellectually curious among us are left longing for time to further analyze the other stuff.

As an example, my own Superfund research experience has related almost exclusively to the mining industry dating from the late nineteenth century. As such, the research topics have been what a mining historian might expect: changes in ore processing technology, disposal practices, and transportation and other operational details of a given industry, whether precious metals or minerals. But on each project, in addition to the clear environmental facts to be examined, I have encountered other interesting historical documents as well that were related to scholarship or ideas not included in the scope of work. Although a client might specifically have asked for research on the relationship of their company to the site’s predecessors as well as the operational changes over time, it is likely that I may also have found an incredible amount of material related to subjects more likely to be of interest to the general public or other historians.

Such extraneous material can provide insight for the community of historians who might be researching other topics. I’ll provide two examples. First, a 1972 cartoon called Mark Steel Fights Pollution (see image on page 84), demonstrates the steel industry’s defensive efforts to portray themselves as fighting—not causing—pollution of the nation’s air and water. This historical image helps inform the story of the steel industry’s response to the rising environmental movement and the passage of several new laws designed to curb air and water pollution. Although the image was interesting to me, it was irrelevant to the research topic for which my client had hired me. However, I used it in social media and blogged about it so that others might see it. We were not the only environmental historians noticing the use of children’s images to address the pollution issue at the time. Canadian environmental historian Mark McLaughlin was researching Captain Enviro at the time, and we are awaiting the publication this fall of his article on “Rise of the Eco-Comics!” Another example occurred while researching the history of an old, over twenty-mile long mining ditch in a National Forest that now supplies a small western town with its water supply. At that time, I also found intriguing information in the city’s archives about their approach to arming the local militia against the German threat during World War I. The minute books
Idaho irrigation history research led to Mary Curtis’s 1890 homestead application and her effort to prove up her acreage. (Patent image courtesy of the National Archives and Records Administration, Washington DC, Record Group 49.)
I was reviewing provided rich insight into the cultural sentiment against Germans in small-town America.

Thus, even in cases where our best writing skills are put to use in litigation, we still encounter primary sources that do not fit into our narrowly
constructed legal inquiry but which would allow the development of a relevant and dynamic story that is highly relevant to larger historiographical questions. A full-time academic might change course and decide that the story about the local militia was more interesting and significant for the discipline. By writing about it, the academic historian could contribute more to the historiography of homeland response to international hostilities. As a consultant, however, I am constrained by several factors. First, clients hire me to answer well-defined questions for a specific purpose, and these extraneous sources (while fascinating to me and likely the discipline) really do not fit the bill. Second, I do not own the research; the client does. Third, like everyone, I am limited by time (my firm bills in six-minute increments, so one can imagine the opportunity cost in dollars of choosing to write an article or book when there is billable work to do instead).

On the other hand, a historian who loves research and writing and has a plethora of sources but certain limitations has more options for collaboration than ever before. Public history attracted me in part because of the opportunity to bring history to people who might not otherwise pay attention to it, and definitely to people who will never read a historiographical article or a monograph on water disputes in the West or mining or smelting technology in the zinc industry. What I have realized in the diverse work that I have done is that even though my process and even sometimes my deliverables are so very similar to academic work, the sheer volume of my archival research provides me more occasions than the academic historian to disseminate information to the public. As historian blogger Claire Potter (@TenuredRadical) recently wrote:

> as academics, if we want to publish more, we might want to not be so damned careful about needing to be right all the time and we might want to try writing about topics that people other than academics are amused by...We need to encourage and emphasize short form writing, and admit that it is an easier and more practical way to keep publishing during the semester than slogging away on a historiographical article on the weekends that about 100 people will read.22

Potter’s blog post, “Re-Thinking the Place of Writing in Our Lives,” and her many other posts, should be inspiring to consultants and other public historians. Being a “natural resource” litigation expert means encounters with exceptionally cool things, opportunities for useful analysis and sharing of volumes of interesting archival material, and approaching their use in a way other than the long form.

Taking advantage of new platforms requires a willingness to put yourself out there. As historians we are trained to make arguments about historical events that can be supported by a substantial volume of evidence. But how about flipping that idea on its head? Instead of waiting to accumulate such

---

a volume before making an argument, we should encourage historians to post thought-provoking 140-character tweets with a photo of an archival document that is tagged with one of the several subfield hashtags (#) being tracked by the American Historical Association. Alternatively, a longer Facebook post or a short blog entry are other appropriate and modern ways to make use of the extraneous documents we find.

Making a short statement about a single document or a collection that you encounter can be intimidating, since it seems counter to our formal training. But if one can get past that fear, there are many reasons why new digital technologies are so exciting for historians. First, the rapidity with which a new source or set of sources can be publicized and debated is dizzying. There are many public and academic historians out there who went to graduate school at least in part because of the intellectual debates in which they were invited to participate. New technologies allow us to continue having those conversations a hundred times over. A heretofore unseen document from a collection in Los Angeles that unveils some new information about one of the city’s failed urban park plans may give planning or urban historians new insight about our most sprawling city. And if you tag it right (#urbanhist, #envhist), you can have that debate almost instantaneously. Such a post can also alert historians to archival collections they may not have previously known. Second, the digital history world encourages teamwork in a profession that is prone to solitude. I personally cannot count the number of times I have been in an archive (alone) and found a document that made me laugh out loud or startled me by its raw insight to a difficult historical situation. Digital technology lets us share them with other historians. Although it is taking time, more and more trained academics are slowing crawling their way toward these technologies and recognizing their virtues.

Of course there are pitfalls to the newness of it all. Without a press or editor filter, the public could interpret a document or photograph as all the proof it needs to draw some ill-advised (and ultimately unsupportable) claims. But, I know that personally, I would rather have the public talking about history and debating these things than to continue to leave our process entirely to the somewhat outdated university press model (and I say this with all due respect to the press and its editors that publish this journal and which has my book under contract, which I very much still want to publish). It is a useful model but it is no longer the only one available, and consulting and other public historians who spend a great deal of time with primary sources have an obligation to bring the most useful documents to light, using the available technologies to encourage the kind of academic debates we all value. With tenured professors having less and less time to devote to the long form, I join the chorus of historians asking for our profession— institutions of higher learning as well as our journals—to consider rewarding those among us who are choosing to explore these new options.

Eventually, the work that natural resource consultants undertake will make an interesting archive of material that future historians could use to explore
how attorneys approached environmental cases during a given era. But rather than awaiting a historian who has time to write a book about it, perhaps a series of correspondence between a historian and her client will be all that is needed to spark a digital debate that changes history.
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